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Montana. The Rosebud Mine is owned and operated by Western Energy Company 
(WECo). 

 
Sierra Club, Montana Environmental Information Center (MEIC), and WildEarth 

Guardians, collectively “Conservation Groups”, represented by the Western 
Environmental Law Center (WELC), are concerned with OSMRE’s violations of the 
APA, SMCRA, and NEPA in failing to prepare mining plan modifications for expansions 
of Areas A and B of the Rosebud Mine in Rosebud, Montana, and an associated NEPA 
analyses.  

 
At issue is the fact that the U.S. Office of Surface Mining (OSM) and 

Westmoreland have failed to comply with the mining plan modification requirements of 
SMCRA and the Mineral Leasing Act (MLA) in approving expansions of Areas A and B 
at the Rosebud Mine. 30 C.F.R. § 746.18(b). SMCRA and the MLA require the 
preparation of a mining plan modification when there is any change in the location or 
amount of coal to be mined, except, inter alia, when there is a “incidental boundary 
change.” 30 C.F.R. §746.18(d)(3)(ii). Here, OSM classified the AM4 Expansion of MR 
53 as “an incidental boundary change.”  This decision, however, was arbitrary, 
capricious, and unlawful action under the SMCRA, the MLA, and the APA. 30 C.F.R. 
§ 746.18(b); 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). OSM’s failure to prepare a mining plan modification 
also violates the agency’s non-delegable duty to prepare an appropriate analysis under 
NEPA. 30 C.F.R. § 740.4(c)(7).  

 
What’s more, OSM’s failure to prepare a mining plan modification for expansions 

of Areas A and B at the Rosebud mine violates 30 C.F.R. § 746.18(d) because the agency 
did not address whether the permit revision authorizing the expansions of Area A and B 
met any of the other criteria set forth under 30 C.F.R. § 746.18(d)(1)-(6).  The agency 
simply asserted that the permit revision represented an “incidental boundary change,” but 
did not address whether the other criteria were or were not met. 

 
Since the required mining permit modification plan has not been prepared and 

approved, Westmoreland is operating without a valid permit, in violation of 30 U.S.C. 
§ 1256 (requiring all surface mining operations to have a legally compliant permit).  
 

Pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 1270(b), WELC hereby gives notice of its intent to sue 
OSMRE and Westmoreland in federal district court for their violations of SMCRA, the 
MLA, the APA, and NEPA upon the expiration of the sixty-day statutory waiting period, 
unless Westmoreland ceases surface mining operations in the Area A and B expansions 
until OSM prepares, and the Secretary of the Interior approves lawful mining plan 
modifications, as required by 30 U.S.C. §746.18(b). 
 
I. Factual Background 
 
 On May 14, 2013, the Office of Surface Mining sent a letter to the Montana 
Department of Environmental Quality, in response to DEQ’s request for a decision a as to 



whether the expansion of Area B at the Rosebud Mine constituted a mining plan 
modification under 30 C.F.R. 746.18. 
 
 OSM determined in a two-page letter that the expansion did not constitute a 
mining plan modification because the expansion was “an incidental boundary change.” 
Exhibit 1. OSM’s only justification for this finding was that “compared with the current 
size of the mining area plan, permit revision MR53 is an incidental boundary change.” 
Comparison of expansions with the current size of the mining plan is unsupported by any 
of the criteria within SMCRA, its implementing regulations, or OSM directives to 
determine whether a boundary revision is incidental. As a result, OSM’s decision to 
classify the expansion as an “incidental boundary revision” in order to avoid the permit 
modification process was unlawful and violated SMCRA, the MLA, the APA, and 
NEPA.   
 
II. Violations of Federal Law 

  
The Secretary of the Interior is responsible for authorizing, where appropriate, the 

mining of federally owned coal through approval of a mining plan. The authority to issue 
a mining plan is set forth under the Mineral Leasing Act (MLA), which states that before 
any entity can take action on a leasehold that “might cause a significant disturbance of 
the environment,” an operation and reclamation plan must be submitted to and approved 
by the Secretary. 30 U.S.C. § 207(c). Pursuant to SMCRA and its implementing 
regulations, the Secretary “shall approve or disapprove the mining plan or require that it 
be modified.” 30 U.S.C. § 1273(c); 30 C.F.R. § 746.14. It is standard practice for the 
Assistant Secretary for Land and Minerals Management to sign such mining plans on 
behalf of the Secretary. 

 
A mining plan must, at a minimum, assure compliance with applicable 

requirements of federal laws, regulations, and executive orders, and be based on 
information prepared in compliance with NEPA. 30 C.F.R. § 746.13. A legally compliant 
mining plan is a prerequisite to an entity’s ability to mine leased federal coal. 30 U.S.C. 
§ 1256. Regulations implementing SMCRA explicitly state that, “no person shall conduct 
surface coal mining and reclamation operations on lands containing leased Federal coal 
until the Secretary has approved the mining plan.” 30 C.F.R. 746.11(a). To this end, a 
mining plan is “binding on any person conducting mining under the approved mining 
plan.” Id., § 746.17(b). 

 
Although the Secretary of the Interior is charged with approving, disapproving, or 

modifying mining plans, the Office of Surface Mining is charged with preparing and 
submitting to the Secretary a decision document recommending approval, disapproval, or 
conditional approval of the mining plan. Id. § 746.13. Thus, OSM plays a critical role in 
adequately informing the Secretary of the Interior.  

 
Once a mining plan is approved, the plan must be modified if the underlying 

permit is revised and any of the following criteria are met: 
 



● If a permit revision would change the mining plan such that the conditions of its 
approval “pursuant to Federal law or regulation other than [SMCRA]” would be 
affected.  30 C.F.R. § 746.18(d)(1); 

● If a permit revision would “change in the location or amount of coal to be mined” 
unless the change is, inter alia, “a minor change in the amount of coal actually 
available for mining” or “an incidental boundary change.” 30 C.F.R. 
§ 746.18(d)(3)(i) and (ii); 

● If a permit revision would “extend coal mining and reclamation operations onto 
leased Federal coal lands for the first time.”  30 C.F.R. § 746.18(d)(4); or 

● If a permit revision would require the preparation of an environmental impact 
statement under NEPA.  30 C.F.R. § 746.18(d)(5). 
 
Here, OSM exempted the AM4 and MR53 expansions of Area B from the mining 

plan modification process on the basis of an incidental boundary change. However, this 
decision was arbitrary and capricious and unlawful. OSMRE’s incidental boundary 
directive states that state program criteria is used to evaluate requests for boundary 
revisions of federal permits on federal lands in states with approved SMCRA regulatory 
programs. OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING RECLAMATION & ENFORCEMENT, REG-19 387, 
INCIDENTAL BOUNDARY REVISIONS (1987). Under Montana regulations, an incidental 
boundary revision means “a change in the permit boundary in which a few acres, 
generally less than 100, insignificant in impact relative to the entire operations, are added 
to or subtracted from the permit area for the purposes of associated disturbance, but not 
for mining.” ARM 17.24.301(60) (emphasis added). Because it is clear that the addition 
of federal coal to be mined under the AM4 and MR53 expansions are “for mining,” they 
cannot be incidental boundary changes and require mining plan modifications. 

 
Another narrow exception to the requirement to prepare a mining plan 

modification is for “a minor change in the amount of coal actually available for mining 
from the amount estimated.” 30 C.F.R. ¶746.18(d)(3)(i). OSM improperly shoehorned 
the MR66 expansion of Area A into this exception. Exhibit 2. This was error. The MR66 
revision is not “a minor change in the amount of coal actually available from the amount 
estimated”; that is, it is not the difference between an estimation and what was actually 
determined to be available. Instead it is “five (5) additional mine passes,” allowing 
recovery of 2.7 million tons of coal on 74.4 acres within three pre-existing Federal coal 
leases. Because, MR66 constitutes a “change in the location or amount of coal to be 
mined,” a mining plan modification was required. OSM’s decision not to prepare a 
mining plan modification and a corresponding NEPA analysis was unlawful. 

 
Furthermore, OSM improperly failed to address whether other criteria were or 

were not met in determining the Area A and Area B expansions did not trigger mining 
plan modification requirements.  OSM failed to address whether the permit revision 
would affect conditions of approval under Federal laws and regulations other than 
SMCRA, failed to address whether the permit revision would extend mining and 
reclamation onto Federal coal lands for the first time, and failed to address whether the 
permit revision would require preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement under 



NEPA.  This further indicates that OSM’s decision not to prepare a mining plan 
modification and a corresponding NEPA analysis was unlawful. 

 
Here, it appears that the expansions of Area A and Area B would affect conditions 

of approval under other Federal laws and regulations other than SMCRA.  For one, the 
expansion of mining would affect whether reconsultation is require with the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.  16 U.S.C. § 
1536.   Further, it appears that the permit revisions authorizing expansion into Area A 
and Area B would lead to the mining and reclamation of Federal coal lands for the first 
time.  Finally, given the lack of prior review under NEPA, it would appear that the 
expansions into Area A and Area B would require the preparation of an Environmental 
Impact Statement.  Thus, in determining a mining plan modification was not required, 
OSM violated SMCRA. 

 
A mining modification plan must assure compliance with the applicable 

requirements of federal laws and regulations, and be based on information prepared in 
compliance with NEPA. 30 C.F.R. § 746.13. A mining permit is a privilege, and a legally 
compliant mining plan is a prerequisite to an entity’s ability to mine leased federal coal. 
Regulations implementing SMCRA explicitly state that “surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations on lands containing leased Federal coal pursuant to a permit 
revision issued by the regulatory authority shall not commence until . . . such 
modification has been approved by the Secretary.” 30 C.F.R. §7 46.18. 
 

Mining plan modifications are required to follow the same procedures as mining 
plan approval. 30 U.S.C. § 746.18(b). The permit modification plan prepared by OSM 
must include information prepared in compliance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act. 30 U.S.C. § 746.13. 
 

As a result, OSM’s decisions violated NEPA for AM4 and MR53 expansions of 
Area B and the MR66 expansion of Area A. 30 C.F.R. §746.13. Since OSM did not 
produce an environmental review of the expansion, Westmoreland is operating without a 
lawful mining plan and must cease operations immediately. 30 C.F.R. §746.11(a). 
 
IV. Actions to be Taken 
 
  OSM must comply with federal and state regulations and prepare mining plan 
modifications that comply with the requirements of 30 C.F.R. §746.18. Since it is clear 
that the expansions are neither “incidental boundary revisions” nor a difference between 
what was estimated and what is actually available, OSM is required by law to prepare 
mining plan modifications that include a lawful environmental analyses under NEPA.   
 

Furthermore, given that the expansions appear to trigger one or more other mining 
plan modification criteria, it appears doubly clear that OSM violated SMCRA and that 
mining operations at Rosebud are occurring absent a valid mining plan modification and 
lawful NEPA analysis. 
 



 Until the Secretary of Interior approves a legal mining plan modification, 
Westmoreland must cease mining immediately within the federal coal in the Area A and 
B expansions. They are currently mining without a lawful mining plan, in violation of 30 
U.S.C. §1256, which requires all surface or underground coal mining operations to obtain 
a lawful permit. The applicant for a permit has the burden of establishing that his 
application is in compliance with all of the requirements of the applicable state or federal 
program. 30 U.S.C. § 1260(a). SMCRA requires that any extension of an original permit 
area must be sought through an application for a new permit. 30 U.S.C. §1261(a)(3).  
 
V. Persons Giving Notice 
 
The names, addresses, and phone numbers of the persons giving notice of intent to file a 
citizen lawsuit under SMCRA are 
 
Derf Johnson, Clean Water Program Director & Staff Attorney 
Anne Hedges, Deputy Director 
Montana Environmental Information Center 
P.O. Box 1184 
Helena, MT 59624 
(406) 443-2520 
djohnson@meic.org 
 
Shannon Hughes, Climate Guardian 
Wild Earth Guardians 
2590 Walnut St. 
Denver, CO 80205 
(630) 699-7165 
shughes@wildearthguardians.org 
 
Nathaniel Shoaff, Senior Attorney 
Sierra Club 
2101 Webster Street, Suite 1300 
Oakland, CA 94612 
(415) 977-5610 
nathaniel.shoaff@sierraclub.org 
 

The Montana Environmental Information Center (MEIC) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
organization founded in 1973 with approximately 5,000 members throughout the United 
States and the State of Montana. MEIC is dedicated, in part, to the preservation and 
enhancement of natural resources and natural environment of Montana and to the 
gathering and disseminating of information concerning the protection and preservation of 
the human environment through education of its members and the general public 
concerning their rights and obligations under local, state, and federal environmental 
protection laws and regulations. MEIC is also dedicated, in part, to assuring that federal 
officials comply with and fully uphold the laws of the United States that are designed to 
protect and enhance the environment from pollution. MEIC and its members have 
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(406) 204-4861 
 hernandez@westernlaw.org 

 


